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1 Foreword
The Town Council believe that the Neighbourhood Development Plan will provide the driving force
to give those who live and work in the Belper Civil Parish an enhanced quality of life and improved
community infrastructure.
The Plan has been prepared by a sub-committee of the Town Council, under the guidance of a
Planning Consultant and following consultation with the local community. In accordance with legal
requirements, the document is primarily concerned with land-use matters but the extent of
consultation gives rise to a number of community projects. Account has been taken of the
community’s clear desire that was expressed consistently throughout – that building should be on
brownfield sites before greenfield, and that the North & East Mills & Strutt House should be put into
good order and full usage.
It is understood that there is a need for housing and employment land, but that the situation is not
straightforward given the number of heritage buildings and the multiplicity of protected areas
(green belt, Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site and buffer zone, conservation area, flood risk,
areas of special landscape interest).
The Town Council recognises that a balance needs to be achieved between maintaining the Belper
neighbourhood area as a sustainable community with sufficient employment and suitable housing
availability, and protecting the area’s heritage, ethos and landscape character. We believe that the
Neighbourhood Plan for the Belper Civil Parish satisfies these criteria.

Chair of Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
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2 What is the Neighbourhood Plan for the Belper Civil Parish (NP4B)?
1

The Neighbourhood Plan for the Belper Civil Parish (hereafter the NP4B) is the Neighbourhood
Development Plan for the Belper Civil Parish. The Plan covers the whole of the Parish including the
villages, farms and landscapes. (see Map 1). The Plan has been prepared by the Neighbourhood
Plan Working Group (hereafter the NPWG) on behalf of Belper Town Council and sets out planning
policies for the Neighbourhood Plan Area from 2017-2033. This timescale confirms with that of
Amber Valley’s emerging Local Plan.

2

The NPWG divided into working groups and their constitution and minutes of all meetings are on
the web site.1

3

The NP4B is a document with statutory authority under the Localism Act 2011 and once it has
been ‘made’ by Amber Valley Borough (AVBC) it will be used by;
a)
b)

Planners at AVBC in assessing planning applications
Developers as they prepare planning applications for submission to AVBC

Plan Format
4

Sections 4-7 provide the background and legal context for the NP4B.

5

Neighbourhood Plan policies must be based on evidence. Section 8 provides an overview of the
Parish, providing facts, identifying evidence documents and highlighting existing Borough planning
policy. Each part of section 8 ends with a Community Objective.

6

Section 9 sets out the Community Vision and pulls together the Community Objectives.

7

The Neighbourhood Plan Polices (NPPs) are at Section 11 to Section 20.

8

Section 21/22 shows how the NP4B will be implemented and monitored.

1

See the neighbourhood plan at http://www.belpertowncouncil.gov.uk/belper-neighbourhood-plan1.html
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4 Why do we want a Neighbourhood Plan?
9

This Neighbourhood Plan process has provided the opportunity for the community to work
collaboratively with AVBC to help shape how Belper Parish will change up to 2033.

10 The Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (NPWG) and Belper Town Council, recognise that there
will be significant change up to 2033 in the parish. This is needed to meet Borough housing and
other land use requirements. This also presents an opportunity, as the economy and population
grow, to bring forward new uses for former industrial sites within the parish.
11 The NP4B seeks to positively influence the quality and location of development likely to come
forward over the Plan period in the parish by:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

promoting a constructive dialogue with developers before a planning application is
submitted,
providing design policies that recognise the distinctive historic character of the Town2
protecting the landscape character of the area including the views into and out of Belper
ensuring that new development
a) reinforces the status of the Derwent Valley World Heritage Site and
b) does not erode the function of the Buffer Zone
focuses development on brownfield sites
provides a strategy for the redevelopment of the West, East and North Mills
provides a platform for the preparation of a tourism strategy
ensures new development meets the housing and employment needs of the area
seeks opportunities to maximise the benefit of development where it can also reinforce
the attributes of the neighbourhood area (through the use of S106 funding where
appropriate).

12 The NP4B seeks to provide a policy framework that accepts new development in accordance with
AVBC policy but that sees it delivered in a way that integrates new development with the existing
heritage and architecture and reinforces the unique characteristics of the place.

5 How does the Neighbourhood Plan work within the planning system and
with other strategic policies?
13 Planning policy is formulated and delivered by Amber Valley Borough Council and Derbyshire
County Council and these bodies will continue to have a legal duty to provide this.
14 This Neighbourhood Plan is in general conformity with the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), County and Borough policy, (which are the saved policies in the 2006 Local Plan3).

2

supported by the evidence base in the AECOM Character Appraisal Study this is a supporting document and is
at http://www.planforbelper.org.uk/HCA.pdf
3
See http://www.cartogold.co.uk/AmberValley/
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15 This Neighbourhood Plan, when ‘made’, will form part of the Development Plan for the Civil Parish
of Belper which also includes, the saved policies in the 2006 Local Plan4, County Council policies5,
and in due course the new Local Plan. (The NP4B has also been drafted using the evidence base
for the Submission Local Plan6.) The NP4B will have significant weight in the determination of
planning applications.
16 In accordance with National Planning Guidance Paragraph 009 Reference ID: 41-009-201602117,
documents commissioned by AVBC to support their emerging Local Plan have been used to guide
the Neighbourhood Plan policies. There has been collaboration with AVBC in assisting the Town
Council in developing the Neighbourhood Plan policies.
17 Several local reports that also support the NP4B have also been undertaken either by or on behalf
of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (NPWG).
18 The evidence base used to support this Neighbourhood Plan include the following studies
commissioned by AVBC:
a) Derbyshire County Council Landscape Character Assessment 2003, (updated 2014)
b) Strategic Housing Market Assessment Update GL Hearn Jan 2017
c) Wardell Armstrong Landscape Sensitivity Study 2017
d) Derbyshire County Council Historic Environment Record
e) Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2013 and 2017
f)

Employment Land Need Study 2016

19 And the following studies commissioned by the NPWG:
g) Belper Heritage and Character Assessment 2016 AECOM
h) Housing Needs Assessment 2016 AECOM
i)

Belper Neighbourhood Plan Site Assessment Report 2018 AECOM

j)

Belper Brownfield Site Viability Report 2018 AECOM

20 The NPWG have compiled an addendum relating to each of the policy areas. These addenda are
on the web site8 and are supporting documents to the Plan.
a) Addendum 1 World Heritage Site
b) Addendum 2 Mills Survey

4

see the saved polices at
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docGuid=dcbc48302b9e454ca417a94211ceb4f9
5

https://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/environment/planning/planning_policy/default.asp
See http://www.ambervalley.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/planning/community-planning/local-plan2016.aspx
7
see https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2
8
http://www.belpertowncouncil.gov.uk/belper-neighbourhood-plan1.html
6
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c) Addendum 3 Results from Business Questionnaire
d) Addendum 4 Results from Employment Leaflets
e) Addendum 5 Traffic Surveys and car parking
f)

Addendum 6 Public Transport

g) Addendum 7 Cycling
h) Addendum 8 Road Improvements
i)

Addendum 9 Broadband

j)

Addendum 10 Sustainable Energy

k) Addendum 11 Consultation and Publicity
l)

Addendum 13 – Projects and Aspirations

AVBC Planning Policies and the scope of NP4B
21 This NP4B is drafted in the absence of an up to date Local Plan. The Submission Local Plan 2018
proposes one strategic allocation in Belper. Belper Lane is a green field site and the proposed
allocation is for 65 dwellings.9. There remains substantial opposition to this allocation on heritage
grounds. However, only limited weight can be given to this policy due to the stage of the Local
Plan which has not been to examination and is yet to be adopted by the Borough Council.
22 The NPPF establishes a presumption in favour of sustainable development10 and requires local
authorities to meet the objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing and to have
a 5-year housing land supply11.
23 The Pre-Submission Sustainability Appraisal for the Local Plan notes at para 5.5.9 ‘it is assumed in
appraising all options that development on brownfield land will be prioritised and vacant dwellings
reduced to a minimum where this is consistent with the approach to growth being considered.’
24 The NP4B assists AVBC in its prioritisation of brownfield sites by identifying brownfield sites that
a) have been allocated but have not come forward in the Local Plan 2006; or
b) those that have planning permission but have not been built out (and where there is no sign
that development is forth coming); or
c) additional sites that are likely to become available in the short term (0-5 years).
25 Depending on the status of these sites the NP4B establishes design principles to provide greater
clarity to developers or identifies them as aspirational site allocations to highlight them and to
encourage their redevelopment once they become available.

9

The Green Belt boundary review requested by the Inspector at the Pre Hearing for the Local Plan in June
2018 may result in changes to the Green Belt and site allocations around Belper
10
NPPF para 14
11
NPPF para 47
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26 The NP4B also sets out criteria-based policies that require development across the parish to
demonstrate how the proposal reinforces the landscape and built character based on the analysis
provided by AECOM in their Heritage and Character Assessment.
27 The overarching principle is to promote sustainable development.

6 Consultation
28 The NPWG recognise consultation is key to successfully developing a Neighbourhood Plan for
Belper Parish. The production of a Neighbourhood Plan requires an open process and on-going
consultation. It also requires the input of a wide range of people from across the parish.
29 The wide range of consultation methods employed from surveys and drop in sessions to
workshops on specific topics are listed in the Consultation Statement12. The purpose was to inform
local people and to ensure local businesses, organisations and residents had the opportunity to
contribute to the making of the Plan from the outset.
30 Progress on the NP4B is reported to the Town Council as a standing item and the minutes are
available on the Belper Town Council web site.13 This has ensured that all residents have not only
been kept informed about the process but have had the opportunity to influence the extent and
scope of the Plan.

7 Status of Projects and Actions
31 One of the immediate benefits of preparing the NP4B is that the consultation provided an
opportunity for local people to flag up issues of concern or areas for action that relate to improving
the built and natural environment. All these ideas have been recorded as part of the consultation
feedback.
32 The Projects, Actions and Aspirations (PAAs) are important to the community and they are
Appendix A a guide providing more information is on the BTC website under the Neighbourhood
Plan tab as Addendum 13 – Projects and Aspirations Guide.
33 It is anticipated that, once the NP4B is ‘made’ the Projects, Actions and Aspirations will be
progressed by local organisations and volunteer groups. Upon adoption, Belper Town Council will
decide on the best way of overseeing progress. The objective is achievement within the
timeframe of the Plan of those matters taken up by the community.

8 What is special about the Plan area?
8a: Context
34 The parish of Belper covers an area of approximately 1,741ha of land and is located at the centre
of Amber Valley Borough in Derbyshire, approximately 13km north of Derby, 19km west of
Nottingham and 16km south east of Matlock.

12
13

this will be available on the NP web site when the Plan is submitted to AVBC and the examiner
see http://www.belpertowncouncil.gov.uk/belper-neighbourhood-plan1.html
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35 Figure 1 shows the location of the parish in relation to the wider area.
Map 2 from the Belper Heritage and Character Assessment

36 Good local rail and road connections run north to south through the valley of the River Derwent
including the A6 trunk road and the Derwent Valley Railway Line. The A6, which runs through the
western area of the town, connects directly to the centre of Derby (south) and Matlock (north).
Belper railway station is located in the centre of the Town and is served by hourly train services
direct to Derby, Nottingham and Matlock.

8b: The People
37 Most of the local population live within Belper Town which is a very active community. Local
people want to have a say about growth in the parish and this has already been demonstrated in
the proactive participation of local people led by Belper’s Civic Forum in the re-scoping and
drafting of the Supplementary Planning Document for Meadows Edge in 2011. 14 The Meadows
Edge Site is the site allocated as ERiC in the 2006 Local Plan.15.
14

See http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=bae70f6b746446c6b6762a6ae1bebb94

15

The sensitive redevelopment of this strategic employment and housing site was (and remains) vital to the
regeneration of this brownfield site at the heart of the Town. The vision of the SPD was only partially taken
forward with planning permission approved for the housing element only. This planning permission has yet to
be built out.
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38 This Plan is a reflection of the community’s need to have greater involvement and influence in
development proposals that come forward between 2017 and 2033. The importance of preapplication consultation is endorsed in paragraph 188 of the National Planning Policy
Framework.16
39 The draft NPPF 2018 states that ‘Early engagement has significant potential to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the planning application system for all parties. Good quality preapplication discussion enables better coordination between public and private resources and
improved outcomes for the community’. 17
40 Encouraging consultation between developers and the Town Council at an early stage in the
planning process will be of benefit to the applicant as issues can be discussed and resolved at an
early stage in the process. This process should result in a scheme that is more acceptable to the
community and is more likely to secure approval by AVBC.
NP Community Objective 1: Developers are encouraged to engage with the community early in
the planning application process (at pre-application stage) on major development18 proposals
via mechanisms outlined in NPP 1.

Table 1 The People Key Facts:
2248519

Population
Age Structure20
Under 20
20-64
65 and over

16

Belper %
22
60
18

Amber Valley %
22
60
1921

para 188 of the NPPF ‘Early engagement has significant potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of the planning application system for all parties. Good quality pre-application discussion enables better
coordination between public and private resources and improved outcome for the community’.
17
See draft NPPF 2018 para 40-42 at https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/draft-revised-nationalplanning-policy-framework
18
Definition of major development from GPDO 1995 sites with 10 or more dwellings, buildings larger than
1,000 sq m or sites greater than 0.4 hectares
19
2017 population estimated from 2011 occupancy census X 2017 council tax data
20
2011 Census
21
Does not add due to rounding
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Figure 1 Changing Population

Belper's Ageing Population
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
under 20

20-64
2001

65 and over

2011

41 Using the 2017 population estimate in table 1 between 2001 and 2017 there was a 10% increase
in population in Belper parish.
42 Data for age is only available up to 2011 but figure 1 and table 1 show that there was a 3% increase
in the over 65’s and a 2% fall in the under 20s between 2001 and 2011. Figure 3 compares Belper’s
age profile with that of the Borough, the region and the country. It shows that Belper parish had
a higher proportion of people age 25-49 than any other area. The 50-64 age band is large in Belper
and over the life time of this Plan that cohort will move into the over 65 category.
Figure 2 Age Profile of Belper compared to the Borough, Region and Nation
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43 As part of the process for producing a new Local Plan, AVBC commissioned a Strategic Housing
Market Assessment22 (SHMA) with Derby City Council (DCC) and South Derbyshire District Council
(SDDC) which together make up the Derby Housing Market Area (HMA). In January 2017 an
Addendum Update for Amber Valley was published23. The 2013 SHMA calculated the expected
population change by 15-year age bands for the District from 2011 to 2028. The rate of increase
in the over 75’s is expected to be 79%.24
Table 2

44 AVBC commissioned a SHMA Addendum Update 201625. Section 8 considered the need to plan
for older persons housing need in the context of
a) A rising population of older people
b) Many households are equity rich and able to exercise housing choice
c) A move away from residential intuitions towards providing care support at home through
adaptation
d) An increase diversity of specialist housing to reflect different levels of care support.
45 Many older people will continue to live in properties they have lived in for many years; and wish
to occupy larger properties than they might need to allow friends and relatives to come and stay.
However, it is likely that in due course more people will require smaller homes and homes that
can be adapted. There is a need to specifically consider the housing needs of the over 75’s as this
may be different from the over 65’s. This has significant implications for the sort of housing mix
that should be encouraged as part of the planning system. This is explored in more detail in section
8c.

22

Available at:
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=e337e63c6c754d52930b2d062388fe0c
23
Available at:
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=64ec3b5c138246b8a96b9197ec218d6a
24
see page 15 figure 5 at
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=e337e63c6c754d52930b2d062388fe0c
25
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=64ec3b5c138246b8a96b9197ec218d6a
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8c: Housing Type
Table 3 Key Facts Census 2011
Dwellings 26

10160

Average Occupancy

2001

2011

2017

2.24

2.21

2.21

Average Number of Bedrooms Per
Household

2.8

House Type

Belper %

Amber Valley %

Detached

30

36

Semi detached

39

37

Terraced

23

21

Flats/maisonettes

8

7

46 Compared to the Borough Belper has a slightly higher proportion of terraced and semi-detached
houses and 6% fewer detached properties.
Table 4 size of dwellings and extent of single occupancy
Belper
Wards 2011
Central
East
North
South
Total
Percentage

Households
2403
2402
2147
2528
9480

1
bedroom

2
bedrooms

3
bedrooms

4
bedrooms

5 or more
bedrooms

Single
occupancy

224
143
141
163
671
7%

784
663
588
876
2911
31%

1021
852
1037
1145
4055
43%

313
689
316
267
1585
17%

59
52
60
75
246
3%

744
570
601
792
2,707
29%

47 Table 4 shows that single occupancy in Belper is 29% this compares to a national and Borough
figure of 28%. With an ageing population single occupancy is expected to rise.
48 The SHMA and SHMA Update identify a need of 9,700 houses within Amber Valley, taking into
account the shortfall of Derby City in meeting its housing needs. AVBC identifies Belper as one of
four main urban areas which will accommodate growth but does not identify a specific target for
the town; one site is proposed for allocation which is on greenfield land at Belper Lane (65
dwellings).
49 The NPWG commissioned AECOM to undertake a Housing Needs Assessment (2016). This analysis
looks only at the demand side (how many houses are likely to be required) and does not consider

26

2017 Council tax data
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the supply of land which is significantly constrained in Belper due to is landscape sensitivity. (This
is covered in the section below.)
50 The Housing Needs Assessment for Belper identified a need of 1,360 dwellings between 20112028. 418 dwellings have been completed and at least a further 275 committed up to 2017, which
leaves an indicative unmet need for the Plan area of approximately 66727. At present, AVBC are
able to demonstrate a five-year supply of housing land.
51 The findings about house type and tenure in the HNA are supported in local consultation. The key
findings from table 21 ‘Summary of factors specific to Belper with a potential impact on
neighbourhood plan housing quantity’ and table 22 ‘Summary of local factors specific to Belper
with a potential impact on neighbourhood plan housing characteristics’ are set out in full in
Appendix B. Table 5 pulls out the key points
NP Community Objective 2: New housing should meet local need (by providing smaller
dwellings) to reflect the needs of an ageing population and to enable young people and those
living in the hamlets and villages wishing to downsize without moving out of the parish.

8c: Green Belt
52 Despite its proximity to major transport routes Belper has retained a largely rural, agricultural
setting. Coalescence with nearby settlements has been prevented due to Green Belt policy. A
recent review of the Derby Principle Urban Area Green Belt28 demonstrated that the Green Belt
between Derby and Belper was performing an important function.
Table 5: From the Technical Assessment of the Derby Principle Urban Area Green Belt Purposes
Area A
This area of Green Belt is crucial in separating the settlements of Derby, Quarndon, Duffield and
Belper from each other as well as performing an important wider function in preventing the
coalescence of Derby and Belper along the Derwent Valley.
The openness and restriction on development that is offered by the Green Belt is essential in
defining the extent of the settlements and in preventing them from merging.

27

Figures from AECOM Viability Assessment
Joint review done by AVBC, Derby City, South Derbyshire DC and DCC September 2012 see
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docGuid=721b637ddc4f4bc79780ffc2c5c71df8
28
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Overall Assessment
Overall the Green Belt in this location performed well against the Green Belt purposes set out
in the National Planning Policy Framework. Its function in constraining the northward sprawl of
the City and merging of the urban areas of Derby, Duffield, Quarndon and Belper is important.
One of the main functions of the greenbelt when it was defined was to prevent the coalescence
of the developments along the Derwent Valley between Derby and Belper. The Green Belt in
this location helps to define distinct settlements and preserve their settings while protecting
the open countryside from encroachment and preserving the historic assets within the World
Heritage Site.

53 The green belt also prevents Belper town joining up with village of Heage (North East of Far Laund)
and Bargate (a hamlet) and the village of Holbrook (East of Milford).
54 The Green Belt boundary review requested by the Inspector at the Pre Hearing for the Local Plan
in June 2018 may result in changes to the Green Belt.
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Map 3 Green Belt around Belper Parish
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8d: History
55 ‘The place-name Belper is derived from Beaurepair, meaning beautiful retreat... The medieval

village lay adjacent to one of the deer parks of Duffield Frith, with its knight’s lodge, foresters’
chapel and venison larder. Nail-making formed a part of the economy by the 14th century,
continued to thrive, acquiring a market in 1739…. However, it was the decision by Jedediah Strutt
to utilise the power of the River Derwent at Belper Bridge to power his cotton mills that started a
dramatic upturn in Belper’s fortunes.

56 Strutt and his descendants invested considerably in Belper, not only building mansions for

themselves but also providing high quality housing for the mill workers, as well as religious and
educational facilities and farms to provide fresh food. The Strutt’ s also invested in innovative
designs for their mills, with the development of fire resistant factory architecture. The growth in
the cotton industry at Belper was accompanied by a separate industry based on the distribution of
hosiery products and the continuation of nail making.’ 29)

57 The NP4B area contains the Derwent Valley Mills WHS, 254 listed buildings and two Registered
Parks and Gardens (as identified by Historic England on the National Heritage List for England
(NHLE). Entries on the National Heritage list for England often include more than one individual
property i.e. where they are terraced houses the whole terrace is one listing so the number of
individual buildings and structures listed will be higher. There is also a Conservation Area covering
Belper and Milford.
Map 8 showing CA – HM requested digital map from AVBC

29

Derbyshire Extensive Urban Archaeological Assessment Report. Belper. Gill Stroud 2004 (para. 1.2
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58 There are a range of buildings that are not listed but that have a local historical and/or
architectural value. It is proposed to designate these as non-designated heritage assets. These
buildings are discussed in more detail in section 16.
59 There are also issues relating to sustainability and the importance of ensuring that food can be
produced locally.

8e: Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site
60 Belper is valued for its industrial heritage in a rural setting. The Derwent Valley was the birthplace
of the factory system in the 18th century, which successfully harnessed water power for textile
production. This resulted in a series of large historic mill complexes, including some of the world’s
first ‘modern’ factories.
61 Associated with this, the wealthy landowners created 18th and 19th Century historic parks,
woodlands and model farm complexes many of which are listed (or registered).
62 The need for workers to support the industrialisation of the valley meant Belper expanded with
the creation of workers’ cottages and houses, chapels and schools, and the first transport systems
developed north to south along the river valley.
The Belper Mills
63 An Outline Masterplan for the Renewal of the Belper Mills Site commissioned by the Belper North
Mill Trust in February 2017 provides a useful analysis of the site that includes the North and East
Mill and Strutt’s House. 30
64 There are four listed buildings on the site: Strutt’s North Mill (Grade I); the Road Archway and
Strutt House (both Grade II*); the East Mill (Grade II) and East Mill Chimney (Grade II). The North
Mill and Road Archway are also on the Heritage at Risk register; There are several other listed
buildings and structures close by that are intrinsically linked to the site: Belper River Weirs,
retaining walls and sluices (Grade II*) and Belper Bridge (Grade II). These are shown on Map 4.

30

see http://belpernorthmill.org/assets/belpermills-masterplan0217.pdf
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Map 4

65 The North Mill was first constructed in 1782-84 and destroyed by fire in 1803. It was rebuilt in
1804 to designs by William Strutt; it is one of the earliest completely fire-proof structures in the
world and includes fire resistant iron columns and beams and vaulted brick ceilings, brick walls
and tiled floors.
66 The Road Archway, connecting the two sides of the complex, is likely to have been built with the
new North Mill. The Archway was fortified, presumably to protect the counting house in the West
Mill, and included a gangway extending along the eastern roadside to connect with the North Mill.
67 The East Mill was built in 1912 by the English Sewing Cotton Company. The seven-storey building
is Italianate style. It has an entirely free-standing steel framed structure, clad in Accrington brick,
typically used in Lancashire mill buildings. Strutt House, an administration building, was
constructed during the same period. The initials of the English Sewing Cotton Company are carved
above the entrance.
68 The historical significance of the Mills was assessed by Purcell Architects as part of the Outline
Masterplan. Using Historic England’s best practice guidance for assessing significance, based on
assessing evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal values and a scale of significance (high,
medium, low, neutral and intrusive, again defined in the report), an extract from Purcell’s findings
are as follows:
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Table 6 Historical Significance of the Belper Mills Site
The North Mill (1804 Listed Grade 1) is of high historical value as one of the oldest ironframed buildings in the world. The system developed by Strutt and Bage eventually developed
into the steel structures of modern skyscrapers. The North Mill has high aesthetic value drawn
from its simple functional design, ‘T’ shaped mass and windows repetition and internally from
the iron columns, vaulted brick ceiling and adjustable basement pillars.
The East Mill (1912 Listed Grade 11) has medium historical value, showing the full extent of
19th century innovation; the great scale, steel frame, large windows and saw- tooth roof show
just some of the advances made during the period. The south west tower is a local landmark
and has high aesthetic value and high communal value with its large scale and mass and red
brick cladding, it is the most prominent building on the site and the wider townscape. Both
today and historically, this serves as an important reminder for the local community and
visitors of the importance of the Mills to the historic development of the town. The principal
mass of the East Mill has high to medium aesthetic value. Its seven storey, rectangular form
and corner turrets mean that it dominates the landscape, as it was intended to. Aesthetic
value is also drawn from the repetition of the elevations, stepped brick detailing around the
windows and balustrades around the turrets.
Strutt House (circa 1918 Grade 11*) was built by the English Sewing Cotton Company as their
head office after they had bought the North and East mills from George Herbert Strutt.
Arched Footbridge (1795 Listed Grade 11*) - A sandstone bridge linking the two separate
areas of the former Strutt Mills complex on either side of the Ashbourne Road. The archway
also served a defensive role. Along its length are gun embrasures which protected the West
Mill counting house. The West Mill and its jubilee tower, and the Round Mill on the same site,
were demolished circa 1960.
The Horseshoe Weir (1797 Listed Grade II*) The two first mills in Belper, the South Mill and
the North Mill, were served by the water retained by Jedediah Strutt’s first weir.
To power the West Mill, Strutt needed a new and very much larger weir. An outline of this
structure appears on a plan of 1796, and building began soon after. The weir is of distinctive
shape. It was modified and increased in height in 1819 and 1843 yet remains largely
unaltered. The weir and its associated watercourses altered the river significantly. By 1820,
some 5.8 hectares of water had been added to the Derwent immediately above Bridge Foot
69 At the moment the North Mill is in partial use, with the Belper North Mill Trust running a Museum
in part of the ground floor and the basement, and parts of the other floors of the building
tenanted, those tenancies being managed by F1, the owners’ agents. The East Mill is now
unoccupied.
70 In May 2018 F1 submitted development proposals for the Mills – these are discussed in section
20.
71 This unique cultural and historic landscape has been recognised internationally and the area
designated as the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site (DVMWHS), inscribed by UNESCO in
2001.
72 AVBC policy EN29 identifies the DVMWHS and a Buffer Zone. Within the DVMWHS ‘all
development is required to preserve or enhance its character and appearance. Within the Buffer
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Zone there is a need to consider development in terms of its effect on the setting of the WHS
including views into and out of the site.’31
73 The West Mill was built in the 1960’s when the historic Round Mill and the South Mill, with its
jubilee clock, were demolished. Aristoc took over in 1993 and vacated in 2016. It is now a site
allocation in the Submission Local Plan and in the NP4B.
Map 5
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NP Community Objective 3: The heritage of Belper defines its character. Development must not
harm the World Heritage Site and development in the buffer zone must demonstrate a
sensitivity to its impact on the World Heritage Site. The heritage of the Belper area defines its
character. Development should not harm the heritage assets of local, national or international
significance.

8d: Landscape Character
74 The Derbyshire Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) March 2014 32 edition identifies Belper
parish as forming part of the National Character Area 50: Derbyshire Peak Fringe and Lower
Derwent. It is described as ‘an undulating, well-wooded, pastoral landscape on rising ground
between the Derbyshire Coalfield and the Peak District’. NCAs are broken down further into
landscape character types (LCT). The land around Belper is characterised by the LCT Riverside
Meadows. The key characteristics are summed up in the LCA in the box below.33

75 There is a diversity in the natural landscape of The Derwent Valley surrounding Belper. At this
point the Valley is wide and the mills sit in the valley bottom along with historic core of the Town
Centre. As the Town has grown development has spread up the hill side.
76 Map 6 shows the topography and water courses in the parish. Note how the land rises either side
the river valley. This topography provides views down onto the Town and across to the Chevin.

32
33

see http://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/environment/conservation/landscapecharacter/default.asp
See Derbyshire County Council Landscape Character Assessment part 3.26
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Map 6 Topography and Watercourses

77 The Wardell Armstrong Landscape Sensitivity Study para 6.2.29-6.2.48 34 provides a detailed
analysis of the landscape sensitivity around Belper. The combination of WHS and topography
means that most of the land around the built up area is classed as of High Landscape Sensitivity
with small areas classed as of medium sensitivity. (Note this is an assessment of landscape
sensitivity only).

34

See http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=4bf16ea529e34c81b185723333a3ddcf
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Map 7 taken from Wardell Armstrong Study

NP Community Objective 4: Development should reinforce the landscape character of the
parish and should not be located in areas of high landscape sensitivity.
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8e: Parks and Gardens.
78 The historic growth of the town with benefactors like the Strutts means that there are large
amounts of open green space within the urban areas of Belper which make a significant
contribution to the character of the town.
79 A local study identified 55 green spaces of various sizes (from 0.035 to 8 hectares) and types (e.g.
Local Nature Reserve, play areas, parks, gardens, woodland) within the parish. The majority are
owned and maintained by AVBC (with volunteer assistance in many cases), some are in the care
of BTC, and others are privately owned.
80 There are allotment sites across the parish and the Town Council are in the process of identifying
an additional site (see aspirational section) to meet local demand. A potential location for new
allotments has been identified. The provision of additional allotments is in accordance with the
vision and community objective 5 and is identified as a project in Appendix A.
81 Map 9 shows these open spaces and Appendix C provides a list of them. There are some green
spaces valued by local people that do not benefit from a planning designation that protects them
from development and others that, whilst being protected by Borough polices, a designation as a
Local Green Space is proposed to reflect their high community value. These sites are discussed
in more detail in section 17.
NP Community Objective 5: Development must not harm public open spaces and, where
possible, the network of green spaces and allotments should be extended and enhanced.
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8f: The Built Settlement
82 The Belper Heritage and Character Assessment (HCA) 2017 divides the parish into character areas.
The Belper HCA is integral to this Neighbourhood Plan and should be read in conjunction with it.
The findings from this analysis underpin the NP policies on design.
Map 9 Belper Parish Character Areas

83 For each character area there is a detailed analysis of the key characteristics based on an
assessment of;
a) Topography and hydrology
b) Land use and land cover
c) Movement and connectivity
d) Settlement and built form
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e) Views
f)

Heritage Assets

84 The maps and list of key characteristics for each LCA are at Appendix D. The HCA provides a
summary of the positive aspect of the character area and the issues to be addressed and a set of
character management principles. Some of the issues and management principles point to
community projects that could also reinforce area characteristics . (see Appendix A).
NP Community Objective 6: Development in the parish should be designed to a high quality and
reinforce the existing character of the area as defined in the Belper Heritage and Character
Assessment 2017.

8g: Local Economy and Employment
85 In the last twenty years the economy and employment provision in the parish has changed beyond
recognition. Belper has been dominated by the textile industry for 240 years but, with the decline
of this UK industry around 1200 of the local jobs have been lost in the past two decades. The last
Belper mill closed in November 2016. Of the non-textile bigger employers: one moved elsewhere
in the UK and two moved out but remain within commuting distance. It is estimated that there
are less than six companies left in the locality that employ more than fifty people. (sources: online
research and discussion with local people) and a total of 657 businesses in Belper Parish35.
86 As part of the Neighbourhood Plan consultation a business questionnaire and employment leaflet
were used to obtain a “snapshot” of the current local trade situation and to identify the issues of
concern to local businesses.
87 The findings identified a need for a range of small start-up units of 10 to 25 sq. metres and for
incrementally bigger grow-on units; also for small industrial units of 100-150 sq. metres as well as
up to 1,000 sq m units identified in the Amber Valley Study. There is a need to retain growing
businesses in the neighbourhood area so that their contribution is not lost to the local economy.
88 An Employment Land Need study was commissioned for the Local Plan in 2016. The key findings
for Belper were that ‘there are some shortages of mid-sized, 1,000 sq m, units
the ‘provision
of small scale local employment opportunity sites, which could be brought forward early in the
Local Plan period, is encouraged. These should look to take advantage of the brownfield
regeneration opportunities which remain in the town’ 36
89 The smaller companies that have partly filled the vacuum left by declining industry are mainly hi
tech creative and service companies and these have the potential to be a high-value sector of the
local economy. The growth of high-value sectors often starts with the very smallest enterprise in the modern economy a global business can be started from a person’s home. However, for
such enterprises to thrive they often require dedicated business space to assist them to grow.
90 19 out of 30 respondents to the Business Questionnaire supported the concept of a central
support office or hub for micro businesses. (see Appendix A)

35

Data provided by AVBC
See page 3 and page 7 Executive Summary
http://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=3e10dde56dae4ce4a0f14c19aa2bf23b
36
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91 The parish exists within a rural area and farming is an important part of the landscape character,
which in turn impacts upon WHS status. Whilst the contribution of farming to the local economy
is much diminished the needs of those remaining farms as local employers, working the land and
producing food remains highly valued.
NP Community Objective 7: The provision of small to medium sized business and industrial units
both within existing employment locations and as part of brownfield redevelopment is
encouraged.

Tourism
92 AVBC’s submitted Local Plan identifies tourism, retail and hospitality as growth areas for the local
economy. Increased tourism would also help to expand the retail and hospitality sectors.
Development of the North and East Mills was a constant theme throughout the NP4B public
consultation process. Given their historical significance, and location in the centre of the WHS
and close to Belper town centre, their development would be a cornerstone for the expansion of
tourism.
93 The fabric of the North & East Mills, and other buildings on the site, have been steadily
deteriorating over time. Mention has been made of the Belper North Mill Trust project “An
Outline Masterplan for the future of the whole of the Belper Mills Site” which gave various
potential uses for the buildings and demonstrated how development might be phased and
funded37. On 24th May 2018 the owners of the North & East Mills site began a public consultation
during which they unveiled their plans for development of the site,38 formulated over the previous
two years. As well as revitalising the buildings, they showcase an intention to enhance the tourist
attraction of the site and to link it with the River Gardens.
94 The West Mill site was unexpectedly vacated in 2016. Historically, the North & East Mills and West
Mill were one site – the Strutt Mills – “and represent working life in Belper over three centuries.
Despite the demolition of the majority of its mill buildings, the (West Mill) site undoubtedly
contains archaeological remains of the original mill buildings and of their watercourses and leats,
several of which are functioning parts of the (North & East Mills’) infrastructure. These
archaeological remains have the potential to add considerable interest to the interpretation of the
Belper mills and to the history of the whole of the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site’39
NP Community Objective 8: Close liaison between the owners of the North & East and the West
Mills sites, and with the relevant local councils and other stakeholders, is encouraged to ensure
site developments that satisfy the community and address the practical needs in the Bridgefoot
area for enhancing the tourism offer.

8h: Site Assessment
95 The NPWG commissioned AECOM to undertake a Site Assessment Study40. As the NPWG support
a brownfield led strategy as being the most sustainable, the site options are a combination of
37

http://belpernorthmill.org/masterplan.html
www.belpermills.co.uk
39
http://belpernorthmill.org/masterplan.html
40
See the neighbourhood plan under the community tab at www.belpertowncouncil.gov.uk
38
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brownfield sites that have been identified within the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) as well as those sites that will become vacant in the near future (but which
are not yet recorded in the SHLAA).
96 The Site Assessment concluded that 5 sites were considered to be potentially suitable to take
forward in the Neighbourhood Plan. These are
a) Ada Belfield Care Home (provision will be moved to new facility in summer 2019)
b) Babington Hospital (due for closure in 2019)
c) Belper Library Site (provision will be moved to new facility summer 2019)
d) Dalton Fuchs Warehouse and Stable Block (long term commitment to the renovation of the
buildings)
e) West Mill (allocated in the Submission Local Plan)
97 The AECOM analysis notes that ‘whilst these sites are suitably located with few constraints, there
are still uncertainties about deliverability’.41These sites are identified as site allocations and the
NP policies set out the long-term commitment to redevelopment of these sites with polices
associated with them should they come forward for development.
98 Three other sites are already allocated in the 2006 Local Plan or have planning permission but
given their significance and the apparent inactivity in terms of them coming forward for
development and the additional analysis undertaken as part of the Belper Heritage and Character
Assessment, the AECOM recommendation is that the NP4B can establish design principles for
development on these:
a) Milford Mill42
b) North Derwent Street43
c) North Mill and East Mill

41

See AECOM Site Assessment page 21 second paragraph
This site has planning permission but there is a long history of inactivity and no current indication that the pp
will be implemented
43
This site has planning permission but there is a long history of inactivity and no current indication that the pp
will be implemented
42
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8i: Brownfield Sites
99 The brownfield sites that lie along the river valley and around the historic centre of the town
reflect the legacy of a rapidly growing then declining heavy industrial base. Local Plan policy LS1
establishes the criteria for sustainable development in Amber Valley
‘LS1: proposals for development should be located taking into account of the following
sustainability criteria
a) Being well related to existing patterns of development
b) Re-using previously development land and buildings in preference to green field sites, except
where circumstances such as location or accessibility preclude their use’
100 The NPPF states that a core planning principle is to ‘encourage the effective use of land by reusing
land that has been previously developed (brownfield land), provided that it is not of high
environmental value;’ 44
101 The emerging Local Plan para 6.2.38 continues this commitment ‘The Borough Council is also
committed to maximising opportunities for development on previously developed (brownfield)
land.’ and draft Policy EN17 ‘All development proposals should ….m) make the most effective use
of land including through the use of brownfield land where appropriate…’
102 Given the landscape sensitivity of sites around the edge of Belper, seeking the redevelopment of
existing sites in the valley bottom and around the town (where they are closely located to existing
facilities) would contribute significantly to sustainable development.
103 Several of the brownfield sites are allocated in the 2006 Local Plan and in the Submission Local
Plan; some have extant planning permissions.
104 It is acknowledged that some of the sites have significant constraints that make their re-use more
difficult to achieve. The single most dominant issue in the community consultation on future
growth in Belper is the need to set a policy framework that brings forward development on these
large brownfield sites.
105 The Local Plan Viability Report looked at the viability of development in Belper on brownfield and
greenfield sites of varying sizes and with different planning policy layers added (relating to section
106 costs and then if 10, 20 or 30% affordable housing was required.) This Report showed that
AVBCs affordable housing policy of 30% did not negatively impact on the viability of green field
sites from 3 units to 200 units. On brownfield sites small sites of 3 units were not viable but sites
of 14 units and above were. Such Viability Assessments are high level and based on average costs
and values but it does demonstrate that development on brownfield sites in Belper is viable.45
106 It is worth noting that the Amber Valley Local Plan Viability Report 2017 showed that Belper has
a higher average land value than the rest of the Borough based on sales value per sq metre46

44

NPPF para 17
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6077/2116950.pdf
45
Table 6.1-page 37 Amber Valley Local Plan Viability Report 2017
46
section 4.3 Amber Valley Local Plan Viability Report 2017
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107 To provide more Belper specific analysis the AECOM Belper Neighbourhood Plan Viability Study
looked at the sites in Belper that had
•

been identified via the NP site assessment process; or

•

had planning permission but had not been built out (and where there was no indication the
planning permission would be implemented i.e. Milford Mill and North Derwent Street); or

•

that were site allocations in Borough policy – North, East and West Mill

108 The findings set out in table 14 of the Viability Study are at Appendix F. The analysis forms the
basis for NP policies.
NP Community Objective 9: The community support the redevelopment of the brownfield sites
identified in the NP4B as a priority. Proposals for well-designed residential and/or employment
uses will be supported.
NP Community Objective 10: The community strongly support the redevelopment of the North and
East Mills where this is compatible with their town centre location to draw shoppers and visitors to
the area (and where the proposals protect their heritage).

8j: Belper Town Centre
109 The Retail Study commissioned by AVBC in 2011 concluded that ‘it is clear from our assessment
that Belper currently offers a strong level of vitality and viability – on balance it is considered to be
the strongest performing centre in the Borough….. the centre’s location as part of a UNESCO World
Heritage Site affords the centre a strong environmental quality, and also ensures the centre
benefits from tourist as well as local spending. The range of retail uses in the centre is generally
strong – reflected in the fact that in the household survey, the number of respondents seeking
more choice of shops in the town was the lowest of any of the centres.’
110 The primary frontage is defined in the Local Plan Here the emphasis is on retaining a high
proportion of shops within these frontages in order to maintain their role as the principle location
in each town centre.
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111 The Townscape Heritage Initiative 2004-2009 had significant beneficial impact on 75 properties
(commercial and residential) and 3 public realm improvements in 3 eligible parts of the parish.
Belper town centre was transformed from ‘a non-descript dormitory town to a far more vibrant,
distinctive market town’ in 5 years. Is recorded in the.47
112 With investment of approx. £2,500,000 and a strong partnership between BTC, DVMWHS
Partnership, Belper civic Forum, AVBC and the Heritage Lottery Fund success was ensured. With
significant growth likely over the Plan period BTC and Belper Civic Forum will seek opportunities
to pick up where this project left of to continue to support shop front grant schemes and
renovations of heritage buildings. The NP4B has identified buildings within the town centre
aspects of which erode local character. This forms the basis of a list of buildings and structures
that would benefit from sensitive renovation if funding opportunities emerge.
113 Belper town centre comprises mainly small-to-medium sized retail units and has a vibrant mix of
individual shops and national chains. Some of the latter came following Belper winning the DCLG
2014 Great British High Street categories of “Best High Street in a Market Town” and “Best High
Street Overall”.
114 The land rises up King Street and the market place itself is on a slope. Accessibility to this part near
the market place would improve accessibility. (This is a project see Appendix A).

8h: Getting Around
115 In the context of the future expansion of the town it is vital that there is an understanding of the
existing constraints on the movement of people and goods and that the concerns of local people
are understood. Where possible (and appropriate) development should seek to address these
issues.
116 Members of the NPWG have undertaken desk top reviews, consultation and surveys relating to
a) car parking provision
b) bus and rail services
c) congestion and traffic volumes in the town
d) pedestrian movement
e) air pollution
117 The full analysis of the surveys is in Addenda 6, 7 and 8 on the web site.

Cycling
118 The Belper HCA identified parts of the town where cycling opportunities are limited these are
a) LCA 02 Belper Town Centre, Mills and Riverside
b) LCA 03a/03b Mount Pleasant and Belper Residential west, Belper Parks and Residential East
c) LCA 04 Belper Western Industrial Fringe

47

See final evaluation report http://www.derwentvalleymills.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/12/Conservation_GrantSchemes_BelperTHIEvaluationpdf.pdf
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d) LCA 05 Milford and Makeney
119 The Character Management Principles in the Belper HCA also identified areas of the parish where
there was an opportunity for enhanced cycle routes.
120 The Derwent Valley Trust are promoting the Derwent Valley Cycleway as part of its aims to
develop the Derwent Valley Heritage Way and developing ‘integrated network of facilities to assist
the public in understanding the valley.’48 The potential to expand cycling routes around the parish
is considered in section 21.

8i: Education and Medical Services
121 Future new build developments are subject to consultation with DCC at the planning stage. Liaison
with the Education Department as part of this NP process revealed that they are now seeking
contributions from developers to create additional teaching and support facilities at Belper School
for secondary aged pupils.
122 For primary aged pupils it is projected that 81 additional places will be required for developments
approved in the last 3 years and further pupils may be generated from planning applications
currently not determined or subject to appeal. DCC has submitted a planning application for an
additional three classrooms at St John's CE Primary and Nursery School which, if approved, will
provide an additional 70 places. If the numbers generated by the new housing cannot be
accommodated within the existing capacity of the Schools in the town a second phase of
expansion is proposed at St John's CE Primary School and Nursery School.
123 Local people are concerned about the impact on existing medical services of the likely population
growth due to existing planning permissions being built out 49 . The focus on brownfield site
redevelopment in this Plan will necessarily increase the population further.
124 The Southern Derbyshire CCG remain uncertain as to the need for additional provision above that
to be provided through the closure of Babington Hospital and opening of the new 40 bed facility
and health centre (expected to be summer 2019). The planning system should account for the
impact of new development on the existing provision of all services including medical ones. The
Town Council as a statutory consultee will continue to seek assurances from AVBC that the need
for additional medical provision is considered as part of the planning application decision making
process.

Other issues
a) Pedestrian movement between King Street and the Market Square
b) Pedestrian safety in crossing roads at key points within the town
c) Ensuring access and safe movement to services and amenities around the town centre for
those with disabilities
d) The economic and social impact of limited bus services
e) The economic benefits of additional intercity trains stopping at Belper

48

See https://www.derwentvalleycycleway.org.uk/documents/Derwent_Valley_Cycleway.pdf
North Derwent Street, Abru and Milford Mill –all have planning permission and the Abru site is currently
being built out. If all are implemented this will increase the housing stock by 312
49
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Pollution /air quality linked to traffic along New Road and near Long Row School.50

125 The NPPF para 29 is clear ‘Transport policies have an important role to play in facilitating
sustainable development but also in contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives…..
The transport system needs to be balanced in favour of sustainable transport modes, giving people
a real choice about how they travel.’
126 It is acknowledged that in relation to d,e and f the NP4B can have a limited direct impact except
in ensuring that development is located to minimise the need to travel (this supports the NP focus
on brownfield development as most of the brownfield sites are well located in relation to the
town). The NP4B can also require developers to consider opportunities for the location of bus
stops or to support the principle of seeking S106 contributions for public transport provision based
on the detailed evidence provided.
127 The NPPF para 35 requires development to be located to ‘give priority to pedestrian and cycle
movements, and have access to high quality public transport facilities; … create safe and secure
layouts which minimise conflicts between traffic and cyclists or pedestrian…. consider the needs
of people with disabilities by all modes of transport’.
128 Issues relating to safe pedestrian movement may be addressed as part of development proposals
where the site is directly related to the area of concern. Identifying the areas where pedestrian
safety is an issue or where the difficulty of pedestrian access has a negative impact on the
economic vitality of the town is an important function of this Plan.
129 The consultation for the NP4B has produced a range of projects that are outside the scope of
neighbourhood planning but which seek to address some of these concerns. (see Appendix A).
NP Community Objective 11: Reducing car usage and enabling people to walk and cycle safely
around the parish will improve health and reduce pollution. Development should be located to
minimise the need to travel and bus and rail services should be improved. Ensuring pedestrians
can safely and directly access shops and services should be a key consideration in development
proposals with pedestrians having priority wherever possible.

9 Community Vision
130 This vision has been prepared by the NPWG and endorsed by the community based on the
consultation events and questionnaire feedback.
The NP4B will take a positive approach to sustainable development so long as it brings
forward a balance of housing (to meet local as well as wider need), employment, retail,
community and leisure development on suitable sites within the town.
The regeneration of the brownfield sites within the town (including the historic mills) will be
a priority.

50

Recent tests for levels of nitrogen oxide along New Road were at 95% of the legal maximum 38ug/m3; near
Long Row school it was high at 32ug/m3
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Development will reinforce the historic and rural character of the parish and will show due
regard to its World Heritage Status. Development will maximise the environmental assets in
and around Belper Parish particularly the river, access to the countryside and the parks and
green spaces.
The local economy will thrive due, in part, to the growth of Belper as a tourist destination.
The refurbishment of the North and East Mill will provide a focus and the town centre will
support a growing range of retail and leisure attractions.
Accessibility to the town and its services for all residents will be improved with more frequent
public transport and easier movement due to extended walking/cycling routes.

10 Community Objectives
131 The Community Objectives draw together the NP Objectives set out in the previous sections. They
reflect the evidence base and are focused around the issues of concern raised by the community
via the consultation events and ongoing meetings throughout the preparation of the
Neighbourhood Plan.
Community Objective 1: Developers are encouraged to engage with the community early in the
planning application process (at pre-application stage) on major development proposals via
mechanisms outlined in NPP1.51
Community Objective 2: New housing should meet local need (by providing smaller dwellings) to
reflect the needs of an ageing population and to enable young people and those living in the
hamlets and villages wishing to downsize without moving out of the parish.
Community Objective 3: The heritage of Belper defines its character. Development must not
harm the World Heritage Site and development in the buffer zone must demonstrate a sensitivity
to its impact on the World Heritage Site. The heritage of Belper defines its character.
Development should not harm the heritage assets of local, national or international significance.
Community Objective 4: Development should reinforce the landscape character of the parish and
should not be located in areas of high landscape sensitivity.
Community Objective 5: Development must not harm public open spaces and, where possible,
the network of green spaces and allotments should be extended and enhanced.
Community Objective 6: Development in the parish should be designed to a high quality and
reinforce the existing character of the area as defined in the Belper Heritage and Character
Assessment 2017.
Community Objective 7: The provision of small to medium sized business and industrial units both
within existing employment locations and as part of brownfield redevelopment is encouraged

51

This objective is about improving the process of engaging with the community on planning matters
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Community Objective 8: Close liaison between the owners of the North & East and the West Mills
sites, and with the relevant local councils and other stakeholders, is encouraged to ensure site
developments that satisfy the community and address the practical needs in the Bridgefoot area
for enhancing the tourism offer.
Community Objective 9: The community support the redevelopment of the brownfield sites
identified in the NP4B as a priority. Proposals for well deigned residential and/or employment
uses will be supported.
Community Objective 10: The community strongly support the redevelopment of the North and
East Mills where this is compatible with their town centre location to draw shoppers and visitors
to the area (and where the proposals protect their heritage).
Community Objective 11: Reducing car usage and enabling people to walk and cycle safely around
the parish will improve health and reduce pollution. Development should be located to minimise
the need to travel and bus and rail services should be improved. Ensuring pedestrians can safely
and directly access shops and services should be a key consideration in development proposals
with pedestrians having priority wherever possible.

11 Neighbourhood Plan Policies
132 In accordance with Community Objective 1 and based on the justification set out in section 8b
NPP 1 establishes a framework for pre-application community engagement with the Town Council
and the wider community.
133 Due to the volume of planning applications for extensions and minor development, preapplication engagement is encouraged only on major development52.
134 A notification process as outlined in Appendix E will allow the Town Council the opportunity to
discuss with the developer and the wider community the proposal at the early stages in the
process. The Town Council will seek local expertise from the Belper Civic Forum and other
equivalent groups as part of this process.

NPP 1 Pre-Application Community Engagement
1. Applicants submitting development proposals are encouraged to actively engage in
consultation with the Town Council and the community as part of the design
process at the pre-application stage.
2. The planning application should include a short document explaining;
a) how the developer has consulted with the community; and
b) how issues of concern raised by local people, relevant organisations and the Town
Council have been addressed; and
c) how the layout, boundary treatment and design of the proposal responds and
reinforces local character; and
d) (where the proposals are for housing development), how this meets local housing
need.

52

Major development defined by the GPDO 1995 is 10 or more dwellings, sites 0.5 hectares or larger or
buildings 1,000 sq. metres or bigger
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12 Sustainable Development
135 The NPPF states that there are ‘three dimensions to sustainable development; economic, social
and environmental. These dimensions give rise to the need for the planning system to perform a
number of roles:
● an economic role
● a social role
● an environmental role
These roles should not be undertaken in isolation, because they are mutually dependent.’
136 The planning system must balance these dimensions to ensure the vitality of communities. The
NPPF has a presumption in favour of sustainable development.
137 Local residents accept that with a growing population there is a need to provide additional housing
across the Borough. The HNA commissioned for the NP4B identified a demand for in the region of
667 additional housing units. AVBC have allocated one greenfield site for housing growth in the
parish. It is the contention of BTC that this allocation does not constitute sustainable
development.
138 However, in its interpretation of sustainable development the local community wish to assist
AVBC and developers to provide clarity and more information, where available, to encourage
development on brownfield sites based on the assumption set out in the Sustainability Appraisal
for the Pre-Submission Local Plan at para 5.5.9.53
139 Adopted policy LS1 not only establishes the ‘preference’ for using brownfield sites over green
field sites54 it also provides further guidance on what constitutes sustainable development in
Amber Valley.
140 Emerging Borough policy H1 requires that, in addition to the allocated sites, housing development
will be permitted within the built framework of Belper (including Belper and Milford).
141 Map 10 has been undertaken by the NPWG and defines the extent of the built framework based
on local knowledge of the parish and its settlements. Due to the timing of the emerging Local Plan
the built framework boundary does not include the site allocation in the Submission Local Plan.
142 Once the Local Plan is adopted the built framework boundary will be taken to extend around any
site allocated via Borough policies.

53
54

Already quoted see section 5 para 24
See section 8i para 77
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143 NPP 2 is intended as an overarching policy for all development in the parish. The specific
requirements of good design and the criteria required to ensure that the location, scale and nature
of development is acceptable are covered in more detail in further sections.
144 Sustainable development as defined in the NPPF, the emerging Local Plan, in LS1 of the adopted
Local Plan and in the NP4B will need to show that the following factors have been taken into
account:
a) High quality design that reinforces the existing rural character
b) The use of local materials and narrow colour palette in keeping with the adjoining built up
area
c) That there is not a detrimental impact on the heritage assets of the town
d) That there is no overall loss of biodiversity due to the development.

NPP 2 Sustainable Development
1. Development in the NP4B area should be located so that it can make a positive
contribution towards the achievement of sustainable development by meeting
development needs in accordance with Borough policies so long as;
a) the proposed development is of a scale, density, layout and design that is
compatible with the character, appearance and amenity of that part of town in
which it is located; and
b) it would not cause the loss of, or damage to, any open space which is important to
the character of the settlement; and
c) it would not cause damage to the World Heritage Site; and
d) it would not result in the loss of locally valued habitat which supports wildlife
without compensatory provision being made elsewhere; and
e) any natural or built features on the site that have heritage or nature conservation
value are incorporated into the scheme where possible; and
f) it would have a layout, access and parking provision appropriate to the proposed
use, site and its surroundings; and
g) it is well located in relation to public transport and local services; and
h) it is within the built framework as defined in Map 10.
2. Securing the redevelopment of brownfield sites in the Plan area is a priority. Where
redevelopment of brownfield sites is in accordance with other policies in this Plan this
constitutes sustainable development and planning permission will be granted.
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14 Protecting the Landscape Character across the Plan Area
145 Section 8 describes the landscape character, its heritage significance existing planning constraints
and the actions identified in the Derbyshire Landscape Character Assessment. The Belper HCA also
considers the character areas across the parish to provide an understanding of how the landscape
and the built environment work together.
146 The Belper HCA provides a description of each character area55. See Appendix D for the map of
each LCA and a summary of the key characteristics. The HCA identifies the positive aspects of
character and the issues to be addressed; this analysis forms the basis of the Character
Management Principles which in turn are used to support NP policy x to y.
147 There were some common character management principles that ran across many of the LCA’s.
NPP 3 sets out these common policy requirements to ensure the approach is consistent where
appropriate. NPP 3 must be read in conjunction with NPP 4 – 9 which provide additional specific
requirements for each Landscape Character Area based on the character management principles.
148 The issues identified in the character management principles that relate to the provision of cycle
routes are picked up in APP 1.

NPP 3 Protecting the Landscape Character of Belper Parish
1. Development across Belper Parish is required to demonstrate that;
a) it does not represent a significant visual intrusion into the landscape setting
particularly in relation to the World Heritage Site and the function performed by the
Buffer Zone; and
b) it does not demonstrably diminish the setting of the built environment and its
relationship with the landscape; and
c) it conforms with the actions of the landscape and built features recommended for
the policy zone as designated in the Derbyshire Landscape Character Assessment;
and
d) the materials proposed are responsive to the vernacular style and materials of the
area; and
e) mitigation planting and boundary treatment includes native species recommended
for the Derbyshire Peak Fringe and Lower Derwent Character Area;56 and
f) boundary treatments clearly define the street - using locally sourced materials for
low stone walls and which allows greenery along the boundary to be seen from the
street.
2. Development on the edge of the built-up areas should present a soft boundary to
the open countryside (native hedges, low fences and native trees) to minimise the
impact of development on the open countryside.
3. Where front gardens are common, proposals should retain or enhance wellvegetated front gardens that demonstrate a strong relationship with the street.

55

See http://www.planforbelper.org.uk/HCA.pdf
See DCC 2009 Landscape Character Assessment at
http://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/images/the%20landscape%20character%20of%20derbyshire_tcm44289441.pdf
56
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4. Proposals that introduce substantial areas of paving for parking will not be
supported unless it can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of AVBC that the
alleviation of local parking issues outweighs the impact on character.
5. Development within the Conservation Area should demonstrate an understanding of
the history and industrial quality of the area. It should respect the scale, building
plots, height and roof line and complement existing materials and architectural
detailing.
6. The pattern and design of any new development within the WHS should reflect the
heritage character of the area.

LCA 01: Derwent River Valley and Chevin
Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

This area forms the setting of
the Derwent Valley Mills
WHS and prevents the
coalescence of Belper and
other rural settlements;
Key views of the Derwent
Valley Mills WHS from within
the agricultural landscape;
Farnah Green is a discrete
rural settlement with wellmaintained residential
properties built in a
vernacular style including
local stone and red brick;
The openness of the higher
ground is in contrast to dense
urban development within
the town;
A network of designated
public rights of way crosses
the area and provides a good
degree of permeability;
Areas of enclosed, lower lying
land in the river valley have a
tranquil, remote and rural
character;
Roads and lanes are lined
with locally distinctive drystone walls; and
Detached, high quality
farmhouses are built with
local stone or red brick and
slate roofs and enhance the
rural setting of the area

Access to urban areas of
Belper from the wider
landscape is restricted to a
few bridges across the River
Derwent.
There are a number of
derelict farm buildings
dispersed across the area, a
boarded up Public House and
unused telephone box at
Belper Lane End that reduce
the quality of the area;
Lanes within rural
settlements are unsurfaced
which limits access;
20th century residential
development not in keeping
with local vernacular and
building materials including
gritstone, red brick and
Welsh slate reduces the
quality of the area.

In general, the open
character and structure of
the agricultural landscape
within this area is sensitive to
urban expansion and
development pressure from
Belper and rural settlements;
Belts of woodland on the
northern boundaries help to
reduce the perception of
noise from the A6;
Belts of woodland enclose
settlements and reduce the
impact of agricultural
buildings on views in the
surrounding landscape; and
Small, rural settlements and
farmsteads within the area
which contribute to the se ng
of the WHS are sensitive to
infill development due to the
urban expansion of Belper.
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NPP 4 Protecting the Landscape Character of the Derwent River Valley and Chevin
(LCA 01)
1. Development proposals are required to;
a) protect and enhance existing blocks and belts of woodland on the northern
boundaries to reduce the noise from the A6 and around the settlements in LCA 01 to
reduce the impact of agricultural buildings on the long views; and
b) provide a clear distinction between the built edge of the town and the open
countryside, incorporating new green spaces within and on edges and wherever
possible, protecting and integrating existing vegetation; and
c) strengthen and enhance green infrastructure to mitigate visual intrusion from
infrastructure related to the utility, minerals, transport and telecommunications
d) demonstrate a strong relationship with the street and a layout that ensures there is
space for planting on private plots in front gardens to add richness to the street scene;
and
e) use a locally inspired range of materials (like local gritstone and slate roof tiles) to
ensure a narrow colour palette; and
f) protect the historic network of hedges and drystone walls, for their landscape value,
to reduce soil erosion, and to provide habitat corridors for wildlife.
2. The sympathetic and high-quality conversion of redundant industrial and farm
buildings, especially those within the WHS, for alternative uses is supported.

LCA 02: Belper Town Centre, Mills and Riverside
Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

Historical centre of the town
including a high number of
successfully restored listed
buildings;
Landmark features of historical
importance, including the North
Mill, St Peter’s Church and Belper
River Gardens which provide
historical references;
High provision of publicly
accessible green space, mature
trees and vegetation, which
contributes to a leafy character
surrounding the town centre;
Many shops on King Street are
independent and have retained
original architectural features and
are therefore locally distinctive
and provide strong active frontage
to the street;

In many places roads are
unsurfaced which reduces the
quality and continuity of the
streetscape;
High levels of traffic and on
street parking further deter
access and create barriers for
pedestrians and cyclists;
Areas of public realm are
surfaced in tarmac such as the
Riverside Walkway at Belper
River Gardens which creates a
municipal feel to the area,
which is out of context with the
historic, rural location;
Infill development within the
WHS that uses modern
materials and lacks attention to
vernacular architectural
detailing; and
The derelict Teahouse at Belper
River Gardens detracts from the

The visual interest
provided as a result of
the eclectic mix of
architectural styles is
sensitive to infill
development within
the WHS that is not
considerate to the
building style and
high quality of the
local vernacular.
• Publicly accessible
green space, mature
trees and vegetation,
which contribute to a
leafy character
surrounding the town
centre are susceptible
to infill and
residential
development within
Belper.
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Community facilities including
Belper Fire Station and Belper
Railway Station;
Educational facilities including
Saint Elizabeth’s Catholic Primary
School, Long Row Primary School
and Nursery. There is an eclectic
mix of architectural styles and
slight variations in detailing and
building height, which create
visual interest; Passageways
(Jitties) and PRoW through built
up areas provide good
permeability through the area;
and
There are examples of 20th
Century infill development that
has respected the character of the
industrial heritage of the area.

2017-2033
picturesque se ng adjacent to
the River Derwent and reduces
the quality of the area.

Dry stone walls that
form boundaries and
edges to streets
provide a sense of
place and local
vernacular

NPP 5 Protecting the Landscape Character of Belper Town Centre (LCA 02)
1. Development proposals are required to;
a) provide a strong retail and community core within the town centre boundary as
defined in Borough policies; and
b) provide a clear distinction with surrounding residential areas; and
c) use low stone walls (or hedging) that are hard against the footpath to help enclose
the street with greenery in front plots; and
d) use a common palette of street furniture and signage to enhance the quality and
legibility of the public realm.
2. The sympathetic conversion of redundant industrial buildings especially those within
the WHS is supported.
3. The Jitties are historic, locally distinctive and create strong permeability through the
area. Proposals must protect the existing routes. New development that extends a
safe network of routes is encouraged.
4. Development within the Belper WHS should retain and enhance original shop fronts.
Designs should demonstrate an understanding of the history and complement the
existing materials, architectural detailing, building and roof lines.
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LCA 03a/03b: Mount Pleasant and Belper residential West, Belper Parks and Residential
East
Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

Views of the WHS and Derwent
River Valley from the west of the
area set the scene of the industrial
urban setting within a broad river
valley;
Due to the sloping topography,
views of the townscape and
surrounding rural landscape from
rows of terraces and development
on higher ground provide an
intimate and tranquil setting;
Public green space, which includes
sports pitches, high quality
children’s playgrounds and public
footpath networks;
There are a large number of PRoW
through the residential areas that
provide strong permeability within
the area;
The area has a high provision of
community facilities including
Belper Pottery Bowling Club,
Whitemoor Lane Medical Centre,
Belper Leisure Centre, Belper
School, Sixth Form College and
Pottery Primary School;
Passageways (Jitties) are locally
distinctive and Public Rights of
Way through built up areas
provide permeability and access
through the area; and
Stone walls and mature trees
reflect the local vernacular and
bring the industrial heritage into
the suburban townscape.

Removal of front gardens
and vegetation to create
driveways for off- street
parking;
The scale of suburban
development is in places
larger than the local
context, which reduces the
intimacy of the area;
High levels of traffic and on
street parking further deter
access and create barriers
for pedestrians and
cyclists;
Urban expansion and
development within the
WHS that uses modern
materials and lacks
attention to vernacular
architectural detailing;
Lack of cycle routes.

Public green space within
the dense residential
estates;
Quality and se ng of the
WHS is sensitive to infill
and residential
development that is not
considerate to the distinct
building style and high
quality of the local
vernacular including
redbrick and gritstone
buildings, eclectic detailing
and architectural style and
enclosed streets layouts.
Street trees contribute to
the individual character of
each street and the
gradual loss of these trees
could erode the quality of
the area;
Private front gardens,
which create an attractive
edge to the streets;
Small blocks and belts of
woodland which divide the
adjacent housing estates
and provide a clear
boundary to development.
Dry stone walls that form
boundaries and edges to
streets provide a sense of
place and local vernacular
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NPP 6 Protecting the Landscape Character of Mount Pleasant and Belper residential
West, Belper Parks and Residential East (LCA 03a/03b)
1. Development proposals in the vicinity of the retail and community areas adjacent to
Gregory’s Way that enhances the quality and distinctiveness of the public realm to
create a destination for the community and visitors is supported.
2. Development within or surrounding Belper Parks Nature Reserve should retain and
enhance the tranquil character and setting of this landmark landscape. Designs
should demonstrate an understanding of the history and ecology of the landscape
and complement the existing materials and architectural detailing.
3. Areas of green space should be designed and managed to provide attractive and
functional areas for residents and visitors. The landscape should be designed to
complement the local building style and reference the WHS location.
4. The Jitties are historic, locally distinctive and create strong permeability through the
area. Proposals must protect the existing routes. New development that extends a
safe network of routes is encouraged.
5. The creation of a community woodland to improve accessibility to high quality
accessible green infrastructure around existing and new development is encouraged.

LCA 04 Belper Western Industrial Fringe
Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

Key views of the WHS from
within the open landscape,
particularly Belper Meadows;
A network of designated public
rights of way crosses the area
and provides permeability;
Areas of enclosed, lower lying
land have a tranquil, remote and
rural character;
Distinctive dry stone walls;
Detached, high quality
properties are built with local
stone or red brick and Welsh
slate roofs enhance the rural se
ng of the area.
The Grade II listed Babington
Hospital contributes to the
industrial character of this area.
A former Victorian workhouse
the stone building is 5 storeys in
places and predominant in the
surrounding landscape. Features
such as dormers and turrets in
the roof and the separate
Gatehouse building at the

Unsurfaced roads and
pathways reduce the
permeability and quality
of the area;
Visual aesthetics and
noise of cars on the busy
A6 disturb the tranquility;
20th century
development is in strong
contrast to the unity of
the former mill buildings
within the WHS;
The group of abandoned
industrial buildings on the
back lands reduces the
quality of the area;
The continuity of Bridge
Street has been damaged
where buildings and walls
have been demolished or
not replaced;
Access for cycling through
the area is limited;
Signage and
advertisements,
particularly close to

In general the open character
and structure and rural
landscape within the river
valley is sensitive to urban
expansion and development
pressure from Belper as the
retail and industrial areas
expand;
Belts of woodland on the
southern boundaries which
help to reduce the
perception of noise from the
A6;
Belts of woodland enclose
settlements and reduce the
visual impact of modern
industrial buildings on views
in the surrounding landscape;
Land in the north west of the
area adjacent to Belper
Meadows is particularly
sensitive to the urban
expansion of Belper as the
retail and industrial areas
expand; and
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Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

entrance add grandeur and
quality to the architecture;
Dense, mature vegetation
divides and conceals the
Industrial Estates effectively
enclosing the areas; and
Industrial buildings such as the
De Bradelei Stores have been
sensitively restored and show
consideration for the WHS
location including scale, mass
and materials.

sporting facilities, are not Clear views of the Chevin
in keeping with the quality Ridge to the west beyond the
and simplicity of the WHS; river.
Legibility and signage for
Public rights of Way and
WHS Landmarks is poor

NPP 7 Protecting the Landscape Character of Belper Western Industrial Fringe (LCA
04)
1. Development proposals in the character area LCA 04 are required to;
a) provide a mix of uses including industry, commerce and tourism in order to maintain
and enhance the vibrant character where possible; and
b) protect and enhance existing blocks and belts of woodland and incorporate new
planting to further enhance the quality and biodiversity of the area where applicable;
c) maintain and enhance access to the River Derwent and should retain open views
across the valley from key vantage points;
2. Development in the north of the area should provide a clear distance between town
and countryside and incorporate new green spaces and wherever possible,
protecting and integrating existing vegetation.

LCA 05: Milford and Makeney
Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

Landscape setting of the village
within a steep sided river valley ;
Areas of enclosed, lower lying land
that have a tranquil, remote and rural
character;
Distinctive dry-stone walls;
High quality 19th Century properties
are built with local stone and slate
roofs and enhance the rural se ng of
the area;

Restricted access via
pedestrian bridges to
urban areas of Milford
across the River
Derwent limits
permeability:
There are a number of
derelict industrial and
historical properties
within the area,
including The Strutts

The mature garden setting
of properties within the
village is sensitive to
change from extensions or
infill development.
The openness and
tranquility of agricultural
land in the south of the
area could be threatened
by urban expansion and is
sensitive to change;
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Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

The Makeney Hall Hotel occupies a
former Victorian Mansion and,
together with its associated grounds,
is a landmark within the area;
Vantage points across the village
where there are framed views
between the ends of rows of terraced
properties from pedestrian
passageways and steps;
A network of designated public rights
of way crosses the area and provides
permeability;
Narrow streets, historical properties
and features within the village core
such as Millford Bridge, Milford Weir
and other listed buildings contribute
to a strong industrial heritage and a
traditional village character;
The River Derwent meanders through
the centre of the village;
New developments and the
restoration of existing historic
buildings have been sensitive to the
industrial context of the area.

Arms and Milford Mill
and that reduce the
quality of the area;
Lanes within rural
settlements such as
Makeney are
unsurfaced which limits
access;
20th century residential
development not in
keeping with local
vernacular reduces the
quality of the area;
There are no designated
cycle routes within the
area;
There is limited active
frontage within the
area.

Belts of woodland
screening the Derby Road
help to reduce the
perception of noise;

NPP 8 Protecting the Landscape Character of Milford and Makeney (LCA 05)
1. Development proposals in the character area LCA 05 are required to;
a) protect and enhance existing blocks and belts of woodland and incorporate new
planting to further enhance the quality and biodiversity of the area where
applicable; and
b) demonstrate a scale and design that reflects existing built character within the
villages including building line, height of roof lines, detailing such as lintels, sills
and porches around doors and variation in colour tones used; and
c) the use of local materials such as stone and red brick
d) maintain and enhance access to the River Derwent and should retain open
views across the valley from key vantage points.
2. The pattern and design of development within the WHS should reflect the
industrial character of the area including commercial scale buildings similar to
the industrial mills seen in this area.
3. Mature trees, woodland and hedgerow, which divide the area and enclose the
built settlements should be reinforced and enhanced through additional
planting where applicable.
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4. Development should, wherever possible, provide a mix of uses including
residential, industry and tourism in order to maintain and enhance the working
industrial character

LCA 06: Bullsmoor and Belper Rural fringe East, Belper Cemetery and Rural Fringe North
Positive Aspects of Character

Issues to be Addressed

Sensitivity to Change

This area forms the rural setting of
the Derwent Valley Mills WHS and
prevents the coalescence of Belper
and other rural settlements including
Heage and Hollbrook;
Distinctive dry-stone walls and
dispersed 19th Century stone
farmhouses built with local stone and
slate roofs enhance the rural setting
of the area.
The Gothic buildings within Belper
Cemetery, associated grounds and
mature evergreen woodland form a
landmark within the area;
Swinney Woods is a large area of
deciduous woodland that provides a
buffer on the urban fringe and forms
a vegetated backdrop to Belper
Cemetery;
A network of designated PRoW
crosses the area and provides
permeability;
There are key views of the Derwent
Valley Mills WHS from within the
agricultural landscape at Bullsmoor
and Bessalone Woods;
The openness of the higher ground is
in contrast to dense urban
development within the town;
Areas of enclosed, lower lying land in
the valley of Coppice Brook have a
tranquil, remote and rural character;
Roads and lanes are lined with locally
distinctive dry stone walls or mature
hedge banks;

Rural roads are
unsurfaced, which limits
access;
There are no designated
cycle routes within the
area;

The openness and
tranquility of the rural
landscape on the urban
edge;
Belts of woodland that
enclose settlements and
reduce the impact of
agricultural buildings on
views in the surrounding
landscape;
Small, rural settlements
and farmsteads within the
area which contribute to
the rural setting of the
town;
Belper Cemetery, Swinney
Woods and Bargate
Recreation Ground, which
are located on the urban
fringe.
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Traffic on local roads
such as Sandbed Lane
disturbs tranquility
The modern
architecture of 20th
Century residential
development is not in
keeping with local
vernacular including
buildings of grey/brown
brick, pebble-dash
render and brown and
red concrete roof les
which reduces the unity
and quality of the area;
Residential
development on high
ridgelines draws the
urban environment
across the rural
landscape and above
the existing settlement.
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NPP 9 Protecting the Landscape Character of Bullsmoor and Belper Rural fringe East,
Belper Cemetery and Rural Fringe North (LCA 06)
1. Development proposals in the character area LCA 06 are required to;
a) reflect in their scale and design the character of existing development within the
area including; building line, height of rooflines, local materials, detailing such as
lintels, sills and decorative brick detailing around front entrances; and
b) use low stone walls that are hard against the footpath with greenery to help enclose
the street with greenery in front plots
c) maintain the distinct pattern of dispersed settlements and the setting of the WHS;
and
d) protect and enhance existing blocks and belts of woodland and incorporate new
planting to further enhance the quality and biodiversity of the area; and
e) retain open views across the valley from key vantage points.
3. The natural character of the Coppice Brook should be protected and enhanced
through active management, natural regeneration and planting of riparian trees.
4. Mature trees, woodland and hedgerow, which divide the area and enclose the built
settlements should be reinforced and enhanced through additional planting where
applicable.
5. The historic network of hedges and drystone walls should be maintained for their
landscape value, to reduce soil erosion, and to provide habitat corridors for wildlife.

15 The Importance of Good Design
149 Belper is an attractive place to live for the reasons set out in section 8. The demand for properties
in the town is reflected in the developer interest, number of speculative planning applications in
recent years57 and cost of housing. The Amber Valley Local Plan Viability Report 2017 showed that
Belper has a higher average land value than the rest of the Borough based on sales value per sq
metre58.
150 It is reasonable to expect therefore, that new development either within or on the edge of Belper
should achieve a high quality of design.
151 The NPPF paragraph 56 acknowledges that ‘good design is a key aspect of sustainable
development and is indivisible from good planning’. An understanding of the existing built
character, and examples of good design help in providing a design framework for Belper.
152 BfL 12 is the industry standard endorsed by government for well-designed homes and
neighbourhoods that local communities, local authorities and developers are encouraged to use
to help stimulate conversations about creating good places to live. It can be used at all stages in
the design process to check that new development is meeting the standards required.
153 BfL 12 comprises 12 easy to understand questions that are intended to be used as a way of
structuring discussion about proposed development. There are four questions in each of the three
chapters:

57
58

For example the site at Bullsmoor see application AVA/2016/0754 150 dwellings
section 4.3 Amber Valley Local Plan Viability Report 2017
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